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Nearly US$600m in shorts liquidated between Jan 13-16 as crypto prices rallied

2

Highlights

$331m 
(14 Jan 23)

Source: Coinalyze

$344m
(4 Dec 21)
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Market Performance

1. Prices 
• One-Year Price Recap

• Layer 1 Price Recap (5 January – 18 January 2023)

▪ SOL outperforms significantly as it continued to ride on BONK activity and reports that activity and volume on 
the blockchain remains high

▪ AVAX outperforms after it announced a partnership with AWS to increase adoption of blockchains
• Protocol Price Recap (5 January – 18 January 2023)

▪ CRV and CVX outperforms with updates on Convex’s staking system, as well as boosted by the LSD narrative 
through FRAX’s higher ETH yields through sizable CRV/CVX holdings

▪ LDO also continues to outperform as market trades on liquid staking derivates (LSD) tokens
2. Valuation 

• Market Cap to Active Addresses – ETH’s price rally driven more by multiple expansion than network usage

3. Exchange Flows
• Bitcoin - exchange outflows drastically decline amid price rally
• Ethereum - net exchange inflows as users move to exchanges to trade on the price rally
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One-Year Layer-1 Price Recap

Market Performance
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Layer-1 Price Recap (5 January – 18 January 2023)

Source: CryptoCompare, AMTD Research
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• SOL outperforms significantly as it continued to ride on BONK activity and reports that activity and volume on the blockchain remains high
• AVAX outperforms after it announced a partnership with AWS to increase adoption of blockchains

Stocks slide on 
strong labor 
market data

Markets rise after 
Dec ‘22 CPI show 
signs of cooling

Market Performance
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Protocol Price Recap (5 January – 18 January 2023)

Source: CryptoCompare, AMTD Research
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• CRV and CVX outperforms with updates on Convex’s staking system, as well as boosted by the LSD narrative through FRAX’s higher ETH yields through sizable CRV/CVX holdings
• LDO also continues to outperform as market trades on liquid staking derivates (LSD) tokens

Market Performance
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Valuation – BTC and ETH Market Cap to Active Addresses
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Source: Glassnode, CoinGecko, AMTD Research

BTC ETH
Valuation Multiple
2017-2018 Run 2.2x 7.1x 
2020-2022 Run 5.6x 13.4x 

Network Usage
2017-2018 Run 1.3x 7.0x 
2020-2022 Run 1.5x 2.8x 

• Ethereum’s price rally (30x+) in the 2020-2022 cycle was

driven more by valuation multiple expansion (13x) than

network activity increase (3x).

• The market cap to active address for ETH overtook BTC

amid a brief active address spike for BTC and the recent

price rally for the new year.

Note: As of 18 January 2023
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Bitcoin – exchange outflows drastically decline amid price rally
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Source: Glassnode
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Ethereum – net exchange inflows as users move to exchanges to trade on the price rally
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Source: Glassnode
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Layer-1 Summary (5 January – 18 January 2023)
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1. Bitcoin (2W: 26.1%)/(YTD: 27.7%)

Institutional investors remain on sidelines during crypto rally

2. Ethereum (2W: 25.7%)/(YTD: 31.0%)

Shanghai upgrade to focus solely on withdrawals

3. Polygon (2W: 23.5%)/(YTD: 31.6%)

Hard fork complete to address gas spikes and reorgs

4. FTX

Ex-FTX US president exposes inner dynamics months after stepping down

5. News and Headlines

Layer-1 Blockchains
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Bitcoin – Institutional investors remain on sidelines during crypto rally
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Source: CryptoQuant

• The recent crypto rally is likely not due to institutional investors buying in, since fund volume trend has been insignificant and funds’ BTC

holdings have decreased rather than increased.

• Meanwhile, BTC OTC transactions have also seen no meaningful increase.
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Ethereum – Shanghai upgrade to focus solely on withdrawals
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Source: The Block, Ultrasound.money, Beaconscan

• The upcoming Shanghai network upgrade will focus exclusively on

validator staking withdrawals, according to the core developers call.

• Developers decided to prioritize enabling withdrawals, and agreed to

not include other network improvements, like adding Ethereum Virtual

Machine Object Format, as it might delay Shanghai.

• The upgrade to the mainnet is currently planned to be in March, and

network developers will release a public test network for the Shanghai

upgrade targeted by the end of February.

• Meanwhile, ETH supply reverted below pre-Merge levels amid the

price increases. OpenSea topped the 7D burn leaderboard with

~1,480ETH burned.

• Ethereum also reached a validator milestone, hitting 500,000

validators.

XEN launch

Layer-1 Blockchains
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Polygon – Hard fork to address gas spikes and reorgs a success

Source: Polygon

• Polygon successfully completed a hard fork, aimed at reducing gas

spikes and chain reorganizations.

• The first change – adjusting how the network sets gas fees - will

bring Polygon’s gas dynamics more in line to that of Ethereum’s in

hopes of smoothing out gas spikes during peak network usage.

• The second change seeks to reduce frequent reorgs, which

happens when a validator node receives outlier information that

temporarily creates a new version of the blockchain, by reducing

the time it takes to finalize a block to verify successful

transactions. A block producer will produce blocks continuously

from the current 128 seconds to the proposed 32 seconds.

Layer-1 Blockchains
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FTX - Ex-FTX US president exposes inner dynamics months after stepping down

Source: @BrettHarrison88

• Ex-FTX US president Brett Harrison, in a first since stepping down in September
2022, shared in a 49-thread long Twitter post about his time at FTX and
departure at the company.

• Harrison’s departure has been brewing since his “relationship with Sam
Bankman-Fried and his deputies had reached a point of total deterioration,
after months of disputes over management practices at FTX.”

• SBF seemed rarely engaged with FTX US but would have decisions impacting the
US arm come from the Bahamas, according to Harrison. While he advocated for
more separation and independence, SBF disagreed.

• Harrison noted that SBF was uncomfortable with conflict and would respond
with gaslighting and manipulation, though at the end began to isolate Harrison
from key decision-making.

• Towards the end, Harrison filed a formal complaint about FTX’s organizational
issues, and was then threatened with being fired and that SBF would destroy
his professional reputation unless an apology was made. After this, Harrison
gradually wound down and left the company.

Layer-1 Blockchains
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Shiba Inu Reveals Layer 2 Blockchain
Developers of Shiba Inu has introduced Shibarium, a Layer 2 scaling
solution atop Ethereum which will seek to bring benefits of scalability,
faster transaction times, and lower fees. Shibarium will have a focus on
metaverse, gaming, and NFTs. SHIB, LEASH, and BONE tokens would all
play certain roles in this ecosystem, and an upcoming TREAT token will
be used to incentivize liquidity pools on ShibaSwap. [CoinDesk]

3AC Founders Pitch New Crypto Exchange “GTX”
A leaked pitch deck has revealed that Su Zhu and Kyle Davies, the
founders of collapsed hedge fund 3AC, are seeking US$25 million in
funding to start a new crypto exchange. Zhu and Davies are partnering
with the founders of CoinFlex, a crypto exchange under restructuring.
The name was supposed to be called GTX, aptly named as such since “G
comes after F,” in reference to FTX, though quickly retraced after
backlash from the Twitter community. [The Block]

Blockchain.com Lays Off 28% of Employees
Crypto brokerage Blockchain.com is laying off 28% of its workforce, or
about 110 employees, as it faces significant headwinds amid crypto
winter and a US$270 million hit on the loans it made to bankrupt hedge
fund 3AC. The layoffs come after its first round of layoffs back in July.
[CoinDesk]

Avalanche Partners with AWS to Scale Blockchain Adoption
Amazon Web Services has partnered up with Ava Labs to help scale
blockchain adoption across enterprises, institutions, and governments.
The partnership will make it easier for users to launch/manage nodes
on Avalanche, while AWS will support Avalanche’s infrastructure and
dApp ecosystem, and also making it easier for businesses to create their
own subnets. [TechCrunch]

FTX Discovers US$5 Billion in Cash and Liquid Crypto
FTX’s new management has located US$5 billion in cash, liquid crypto,
and liquid investment securities, according to an attorney for the
bankrupt firm during a bankruptcy hearing. The firm is also
contemplating a sale of its core exchange, while it is prioritizing the sale
of four relatively independent entities including LedgerX, Embed, FTX
Japan, and FTX Europe. [The Block]

Gemini Terminates Earn Program Amid Fight with DCG/Genesis
Gemini announced that it would terminate the Earn program in order to
force Genesis to pay back the US$900 million it owed to Gemini. In a
letter to its users, Gemini said it has terminated, on behalf of its users,
the Master Loan Agreement with Genesis, effectively requiring Genesis
to return all outstanding assets to the program. [Decrypt]

Huobi Launches High-Yield PrimeEarn Product
Advertised as a Lunar New Year celebration and a way to help users
survive crypto winter, Huobi launched a PrimeEarn investment product.
Similar to a regular time deposit, users could earn up to 20% by
depositing USDT/USDD into the exchange. A 7-day fixed deposit of USDT
could earn 12% APY. [Yahoo Finance]

Layer-1 Blockchains
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Coinbase Halting Japan Operations
Coinbase announced that it would be halting operations in Japan due to
market conditions, following the footsteps of Kraken which exited in the
end of 2022. Coinbase will pause fiat deposits to the exchange, and
users will have approximately a month to withdraw all fiat and crypto
assets from the exchange. [Coinbase]

DCG Halts Dividend Payments to Preserve Liquidity
In a letter to shareholders, crypto conglomerate Digital Currency Group
said that it would suspend its quarterly dividends due to the market
environment. Its priority is to strengthen its balance sheet by reducing
expenses and preserving liquidity, and will suspend dividend
distribution until further notice. [The Block]

Coinbase Further Cuts 20% Staff
Coinbase is laying off 950 staff to significantly reduce its operational
expenses to increase its chances of doing well in 2023, according to CEO
Brian Armstrong. The layoff comes around nine months after it laid off
over 1,100 staff in anticipation of a recession in the US. [Blockworks]

Genesis Creditors Negotiating Bankruptcy Plan
According to reports, Genesis Global Capital and its creditors are
negotiating a prepackaged bankruptcy plan ahead of its planned filing
of a Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The prepackaged plan involves creditors
agreeing to a forbearance period for most payments in exchange for
cash payments and equity in parent company DCG, according to source.
The plan has not yet been made public. [The Block]

HashKey Capital Raises US$500 million 
HashKey Capital closed its third fund by raising US$500 million, closing
ahead of its target US$600 million becahase “timing matters more than
the size,” according to HashKey Capital CEO Deng Chao. Chao believes
that the market is at the bottom of the next cycle, and thus launched
the fund officially. HashKey’s current assets under management exceeds
US$1 billion. [The Block]

Huobi Lays Off 20% Employees
Following earlier denials by Justin Sun, Huobi has confirmed that it
would lay off 20% of its employees. The company said that it would
maintain a leaner team as the company weathers the bear market.
Earlier, reports showed that Huobi disabled staff internal discussion
chat groups. [CoinDesk]

Binance.US Receives Initial Approval for Voyager Deal
The bankruptcy court overseeing Voyager Digital’s bankruptcy has given
initial approval to Binance.US to acquire Voyager’s assets for US$1
billion. Should creditors agree to the deal, customers could receive
around 51% of the value of their deposits. However, the deal is also
subject to roadblocks from the U.S. SEC and U.S. CFIUS. [The Defiant]

Layer-1 Blockchains

https://www.coinbase.com/blog/halting-operations-in-japan
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Stablecoins

1. Centralized Stablecoins 

BUSD was not always fully backed?

2. Decentralized Stablecoins
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Centralized Stablecoin Updates 
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Source: DefiLlama, Bloomberg

▪ In the past two weeks:

▪ Total stablecoin supply decreased to US$136.5b (-0.7%) and
centralized stablecoin supply decreased to US$128.1b (-0.8%)

▪ USDC decreased 2.4% to 0.8% to 42.6b, while USDT gained slightly
0.4% to 66.5b.

▪ BUSD was not always fully-backed?

▪ Binance acknowledged a report that its Binance-peg BUSD stablecoin
was not always fully-backed but has since fixed the problem.

▪ According to blockchain analytics, the token was at times
undercollateralized in 2020 and 2021. Binance-peg BUSD is supposed
to be tied to Paxos’ BUSD to have a working BUSD stablecoin on other
blockchains aside from Ethereum.

▪ Binance noted that maintaining the peg involves many teams and
resulted in operational delays. It has improved the process and
enhanced discrepancy checks to ensure the peg is always 1-1.

Centralized stablecoin refers to fiat-backed stablecoins across all chains tracked by DefiLlama
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Decentralized Stablecoin Updates 
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Source: DefiLlama, Cryptoslate

In the past two weeks:

▪ Total decentralized stablecoin supply increased 0.9% to
US$8.49b.

▪ DAI dominance remained strong at ~60%, a level reached since
roughly November 2022.

Meanwhile, decentralized stablecoin supply as a percentage of
total stablecoin supply has maintained relatively stable at 6-7% for
the last few months.

Decentralized stablecoin refers to crypto-backed and algo stablecoins across all chains tracked by DefiLlama
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DeFi Summary (5 January – 18 January 2023)
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DeFi Updates

1. TVL by Chain
• Algorand TVL increased 138.2% to US$175m, contributed by Algofi and Pact, which both saw >100% TVL gains.
• TVL of major chains grew by an average of 14% on the back of price increases in the crypto market.

2. TVL by Protocol
• All protocols increased in TVL amid market price rally
• Lido continued to outperform due to the LSD narrative; staked ETH withdrawals coming as soon as March

3. DeFi Revenue
• Blur appears on list after enabling 0.5% platform fees

4. DeFi Valuation - Uniswap and MakerDAO relatively overvalued based on P/TVL and P/Revenue respectively

5. Top DEX Pools
• Liquidity ticks up with the rise in token prices

6. Noteworthy DeFi Protocols
• TraderJoe expands to BNB Chain
• Ondo Finance brings US Treasuries on-chain
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TVL Overview by Chain – TVL growth on most protocols slows or reverses for a slow start to 2023

Total TVL gained 13.8% to US$45.3b amid the broader crypto marker rally. During the period, notable winners/losers were:

• Algorand TVL increased 138.2% to US$175m, contributed by Algofi and Pact, which both saw >100% TVL gains.

• TVL of major chains grew by an average of 14% on the back of price increases in the crypto market.

27
Source: DefiLIama, AMTD Research
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TVL Overview by Protocols  
- All protocols increased in TVL amid market price rally
- Lido continued to outperform due to the LSD narrative; staked ETH withdrawals coming as soon as March

28
Source: DefiLIama; AMTD Research
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MakerDAO 6,256         7,020            12.2%

Uniswap 3,365         3,656            8.6%

PancakeSwap 2,230         2,410            8.1%

Compound 1,671         1,842            10.3%

Instadapp 1,632         2,013            23.3%

Lido 6,177         7,809            26.4%

Uniswap 3,365         3,656            8.6%

Curve 3,663         4,375            19.4%

Convex 3,070         3,857            25.6%

Aave 3,760         4,489            19.4%

JustLend 2,607         3,109            19.3%

DeFi Updates
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DeFi Total Revenue - DeFi Protocols
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Source: TokenTerminal

Project Revenue 
7d (US$)

Revenue 
30d (US$)

Revenue 
180d (US$)

7d 
Trend

30d 
Trend

OpenSea $   10.4m $      39.1m $       235.3m -9.5% 34.4%

Lido Finance $      7.8m $      26.7m $       167.4m 25.1% 1.1%

Uniswap $   10.2m $      24.2m $       252.3m 68.5% -13.1%

GMX $      3.9m $      10.6m $         66.0m 1.5% -15.1%

Convex Finance $      3.1m $        9.7m $         89.6m 48.6% -9.7%

dYdX $      3.1m $        6.4m $         37.9m 137.6% 40.6%

PancakeSwap $      2.0m $        6.0m $         77.1m 53.9% -35.0%

Aave $      1.3m $        5.1m $         51.3m 8.5% -6.1%

Flashbots $      1.6m $        4.7m $         30.4m 44.2% -15.0%

SynFutures $      0.9m $        4.0m $         21.8m 6.3% -13.1%

Lyra $      1.6m $        3.5m $         17.6m 121.2% 9.1%

LooksRare $      0.4m $        2.2m $         20.6m -5.1% -11.4%

ENS $      0.4m $        1.5m $         16.0m -0.2% 9.5%

Venus $      0.4m $        1.4m $         12.3m 25.2% -71.4%

SushiSwap $      0.6m $        1.4m $         17.9m 135.6% -18.9%

Compound $      0.3m $        1.4m $         10.5m 2.9% -7.7%

MakerDAO $      0.2m $        1.0m $           6.7m 5.8% 3.9%

Morpho $      0.3m $        1.0m $           2.9m 46.3% 30.8%

Blur $      0.3m $        0.9m $           2.3m -34.6% 61.1%

Synthetix $      0.4m $        0.9m $         13.8m 83.9% -2.8%

• Most DEXs having a field day (week) with double-digit
changes week on week

• NFT platform Blur appears on the list for the first time –
despite having comparable volumes to OpenSea,
royalties and fees on Blur are currently just 0.5% vs
OpenSea’s 2.5%.

Note: As of 18 January 2022

DeFi Updates
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DeFi Valuation

30
Source: TokenTerminal, Dune Analytics, CoinMarketCap

Note: As of 18 January 2023. Protocols with a ratio of 0 means insufficient data.
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Top DEX Pool Trends
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Source: IntoTheBlock

Curve Uniswap SushiSwap

Liquidity Provided Liquidity ProvidedLiquidity Provided

DeFi Updates
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Source: IntoTheBlock

Curve Uniswap SushiSwap
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Top DEX Pool Trends – Liquidity ticks up with the rise in token prices 
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DeFi Updates
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JOE 1M performance

Noteworthy DeFi Protocols – TraderJoe Expands to BNB Chain

33
Source: BNB Chain, DefiLlama, CoinMarketCap

• Avalanche-based DeFi protocol Trader Joe announced that it would expand to BNB
Chain by Q1 2023.

• The expansion includes the Trader Joe DEX and Joepegs NFT marketplace, following its
expansion to Ethereum L2 Arbitrum last month.

• Trader Joe has the highest trading volume across Avalanche; with a cumulative volume
of ~US$78 billion, it is higher than all remaining Avalanche protocols combined, though
the dominance has dipped slightly recently due to the upsurge of GMX.

• Meanwhile, Joepegs has over 34,000 users and facilitated over US$9.5 million in
secondary sales.

DeFi Updates
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Noteworthy DeFi Protocols – Ondo Finance brings US Treasuries on-chain

34
Source: Ondo Finance

• Ondo Finance has launched several tokenized funds on-chain that enables stablecoin
holders to invest in bonds and US Treasuries.

• The initial launch includes three funds of varying risk, including US Government Bond
Fund (OUSG), Short-Term Investment Grade Bond Fund (OSTB), and High Yield
Corporate Bond Fund (OHYG).

• These tokenized funds will allocate the most or all capital into ETFs: OUSG in SHV, OSTB
in MINT, and OHYG in HYG.

• Ondo will charge a 0.15% management fee per annum, in additional to management fee
for the ETFs.

• For now, the funds are available to Qualified Purchasers (those who own US$5 million
or more in investments), and KYC/AML checks will be conducted.

• The launch is particularly attractive currently given that the OUSG fund’s estimated YTM
is ~4.6%, much higher than holding stablecoins and lending on larger platforms (e.g.,
Aave with ~1.6% USDC on ETH), and lower risk in terms of default.

DeFi Updates
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NFT & Metaverse
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NFT & Metaverse Summary
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NFT & Metaverse 

1. NFT Dashboard

Floor prices decline on average amid crypto price rally

2. Weekly NFT volume ends climbing streak as capital shifts to crypto instead

3. Azuki announces Hilumia virtual city

4. News and Headlines
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NFT Dashboard

Source: OpenSea, CoinGecko, NFTPriceFloor.com, DappRadar
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Project Floor Price 14D YTD

“Blue Chip” Projects

Bored Ape Yacht Club 68.5Ξ -8.3% -1.4%

CryptoPunks 66.5Ξ 0.8% 1.6%

Tier-A Projects

Azuki 13.0Ξ 8.2% 10.4%

Clone X 5.2Ξ -9.1% -10.1%

Cool Cats 2.2Ξ -23.4% -14.9%

Doodles 7.7Ξ 15.4% 17.2%

Moonbirds 8.4Ξ 6.9% 15.8%

Mutant Ape Yacht Club 14.5Ξ -11.0% -8.8%

Otherdeeds 1.3Ξ 0.0% 1.7%

World of Women 1.8Ξ -2.2% 1.3%

Top Sales of the Week* Price

BAYC #4025 $609.1k

BAYC #9234 $409.8k

CryptoPunk #6994 $268.2k

Otherdeed #89263 $285.3k

BAYC #3064 $207.1k

BAYC #4687 $197.5k

CryptoPunk #7845 $171.2k

BAYC #32 $152.6k

BAYC #9815 $150.8k

BAYC #9830 $147.1k

*Excludes LooksRare sales which may be subject to wash trades

Top Collections of the Week* 
(by volume)

Volume 
(USD)

Bored Ape Yacht Club $13.4m

Mutant Ape Yacht Club $12.8m

Azuki $7.3m

Bored Ape Kennel Club $6.8m

CryptoPunks $5.1m

Mutant Hounds $5.1m

Otherdeed $4.5m

Mutant Hound Collars $4.0m

The Captainz $3.8m

DeGods $3.5m

NFT & Metaverse 
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Weekly NFT volume ends climbing streak as capital shifts to crypto instead

▪ The weekly growth in NFT volume has come to a stop amid the broader
crypto rally as users shifted focus towards crypto instead of NFTs.
Historically, a rally in crypto prices would be met with a decline in NFT
prices on average.

▪ Blur airdrop phases 1-3 may be opened in February; Blur has announced
a slightly delayed BLUR token launch for February 14.

Source: Token Terminal, Dune Analytics, Blur, DappRadar
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Marketplace Average Price per Trade*

OpenSea (all) US$61.3

MagicEden US$121.0

Note: *7 days
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Azuki announces Hilumia virtual city

▪ The team behind Azuki has unveiled Hilumia, a virtual city launched to celebrate Azuki’s one-year anniversary.

▪ The interactive virtual city features various locations such as toy store, arcade center, skate park, clothing store, art exhibition, and a “love
island.” Many references to community-made artwork, projects, and memes are included in different places of the city.

▪ Hilumia forms Azuki’s third world, after Alley and Ruins, in building out the lore of the Azuki universe.

Source: Azuki
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Mutant Ape Planet Creator Arrested for US$2.9M Fraud
Authorities in New York arrested Mutant Ape Planet creator 
Aurelien Michel in an alleged rug pull scheme, defrauding 
investors of US$2.9 million in his Mutant Ape Yacht Club 
knock-off. Michel earlier admitted to rug pulling after the 
“community went way too toxic.” [CoinTelegraph]

OpenSea Adds Support for Arbitrum Nova
OpenSea announced that it added support for Arbitrum Nova, 
a L2 scaling solution enabling cheaper transactions. The 
marketplace earlier added support for sister blockchain 
Arbitrum One and will group them together on the OpenSea 
website. [The Block]

Yuga Labs Announces Free Skill-Based NFT Mint
The team behind Bored Ape Yacht Club has announced a free 
mint for existing Bored Ape/Mutant Ape holders called Sewer 
Pass. The passes, which can be bought on the secondary 
market, are used to access a skill-based game called Dookey
Dash. The pass will evolve according to the score earned. 
[CoinDesk]

Gala Games Acquires Ember Entertainment in Mobile Push
Web3 gaming company Gala Games acquired mobile game 
company Ember Entertainment, a sign that it would further 
push into mobile web3 gaming. It is planning to move all of 
Ember’s games onto Gala’s blockchain, so that GALA token will 
be used for gas. [@GoGalaGames]

NFT Influencer Wallet Drained After Hack
NFT influencer “NFT GOD” saw his crypto wallets and NFT 
drained after clicking on a Google Ad containing malware 
rather than the official website when trying to download 
streaming software. NFT GOD said that every account of his 
was hacked and lost a life changing amount of his net worth. 
[@NFT_GOD]

NFT & Metaverse 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/mutant-ape-planet-creator-arrested-in-ny-for-alleged-2-9m-nft-fraud
https://www.theblock.co/post/200028/opensea-adds-support-for-arbitrum-nova
https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2023/01/12/yuga-labs-announces-skill-based-nft-mint/
https://twitter.com/GoGalaGames/status/1612610162304376832
https://twitter.com/NFT_GOD/status/1614442000958324739
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Policy & Regulatory Updates 

• U.S. House Republicans announced that it the House Financial Services Committee would set up a new subcommittee dedicated to digital
assets, fintech, and inclusion, which will play a key role in developing bills for crypto regulation. [Politico]

• The U.K. Treasury outlined its regulatory for the crypto sector, mainly addressing (1) regulation of stablecoin to be expected to pass this April;
(2) enabling the FMI Sandbox for financial market infrastructures, beginning with DLT-based securities settlement; and (3) the promotion of
crypto-assets which will aim to enhance consumer protection. [Ledger Insights]

• Crypto conglomerate DCG is reportedly being investigated by the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. SEC with a focus on the financial
transfers between DCF and subsidiary Genesis. Genesis announced in November than its lending unit would suspend withdrawals, leading to a
public feud with Gemini co-founder Cameron Winklevoss that continues today. [CoinDesk]

• The U.S. SEC charged both Gemini and Genesis with unregistered offer and sale of securities to retail investors through Gemini’s Earn program.
The SEC noted that while Genesis was the issuer, both parties are liable for the offer and sale of securities. Gemini co-founder Tyler Winklevoss
expressed disappointed in the action since Gemini and other creditors are working to recover the funds. [The Block]

• The Chief US Bankruptcy Court Judge has ruled that the US$4 billion user deposits in Celsius’ “Earn Accounts” do not belong to the customers,
instead belonging to Celsius’ estate. Over 600,000 accounts deposited US$4.2 billion for yield. [The Defiant]

• Crypto.com has delisted USDT from its platform for Canadian users in accordance with instructions from the Ontario Securities Commission, as
part of its registration for a restricted dealer license. Remaining USDT on the platform will be converted to USDC. [CoinDesk]

• Five U.K. associations have formed a crypto alliance aimed at establishing better policies and to further the country’s ambition to becoming a
crypto hub. Members of the U.K. Forum for Digital Currencies include City of London Corporation, Digital Pound Foundation, The Payments
Association, and TheCityUK and UK Finance. [CoinDesk]

• The U.S. Department of Justice is charging the founder of Hong Kong-based crypto exchange Bitzlato, Anatoly Legkodymov, for allegedly
processing over US$700 million of illicit funds. The community reacted with near ridicule since the Justice Department publicly announced a
crypto-enforcement act before the formal announcement, leading to the community to speculate that it would be Binance. Instead, the
enforcement targeted an exchange not many had previously heard of. [The Block]
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https://www.politico.com/news/2023/01/12/mchenry-reveals-house-crypto-panel-names-subcommittee-chairs-00077667
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/uk-treasury-dlt-stablecoin-crypto-asset-regulatory-agenda
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/01/07/crypto-conglomerate-dcg-being-investigated-by-doj-sec-report/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=FMJAN923&utm_term=First%20Mover
https://www.theblock.co/post/201805/sec-charges-gemini-and-genesis-for-unregistered-offering?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social
https://thedefiant.io/celsius-judge-says-users-crypto-belongs-to-company
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2023/01/10/cryptocom-delists-tethers-usdt-stablecoin-for-canadian-users/?utm_campaign=Delphi%20Daily&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=241166513&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_KghmN-kgVou96YDHG3_ciJ4GfMzBR_qE1GFIhYoEuWulp5X1RFO2tIqCmHVbw9ptzqbsm5-DLqznRl2uNe_Hu48Zgc_mMVUMVx3B2flrRBtsG83o&utm_content=241166513&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2023/01/11/five-uk-associations-form-crypto-alliance-to-steer-digital-asset-regulation/?__s=ul8i8n1b7q3fiu6205vp&utm_source=drip&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Realest+Kid+On+The+Block
https://www.theblock.co/post/203516/wtf-is-bitzlato-crypto-twitter-rolls-eyes-at-dojs-big-arrest
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No GTX after Twitter backlash

Web3 cold calling

Working on tokenizing securities

Snippet of the DCG – Gemini feud

How the FUD began for Huobi

Re: SBF’s Substack

Do not scam list

Yuga mint doesn’t have batch-mint

Notable Tweets
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